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It's been a tenants' market for Class A office space since the recession but the market is starting to tighten up, according to a report on 
national law firm office space from real estate brokerage Jones Lang LaSalle.

Rents are going up and landlord concessions are diminishing as the Class A market favored by law firms slowly absorbs excess capacity, a 
trend that will continue into 2014 and 2015, the report says.

In Atlanta, vacancies have diminished in the Buckhead submarket but there is still plenty of space available in Midtown, which has the city's 
largest concentration of law firm tenants, said Ian Henderson, a senior managing director at Jones Lang LaSalle.

"I would not say things are tightening up as far as options," he said. "But landlords are less giving of concessions than a year ago."

Henderson said Midtown landlords are "still generous but not as generous" as far as free rent, tenant improvement packages and moving 
allowances.

"It's still a very favorable market in Midtown," Henderson said, noting that asking rents have not increased from a year ago.

The environment in Buckhead is different, he said, because there is far less vacant space.Landlords are getting actual rents that are close to 
their asking rents, he said, estimating that the concessions they're offering are only about 30 percent of those in Midtown.

The average asking rent for Class A space in Buckhead is $26.97 per square foot, slightly higher than the $26.75 per square foot in 
Midtown, according to research from Studley, another real estate brokerage.

One reason for the higher Midtown vacancy rate was the opening of 1075 Peachtree in 2010, part of Daniel Corp. and Seelig Enterprises' 
12th & Midtown project, which added 725,000 square feet of Class A space. Seyfarth Shaw and Fisher & Phillips are law firm tenants in the 
building, which is almost entirely leased.

Several tenants moved to 1075 Peachtree from other Midtown buildings, but tenants from other submarkets have not moved to Midtown to 
absorb the vacancies, Henderson said.

Overall, law firm leasing activity in Atlanta has slowed in the last 24 months, according to the Jones Lang LaSalle report. Firms seeking 
large blocks of space, such as Alston & Bird and Bryan Cave, have already renewed their leases or moved to take advantage of favorable 
terms.

Alston elected to renew its lease at Midtown's One Atlantic Center in 2010. The firm shrank its square footage from about 435,000 square 
feet to 366,000 square feet, giving up the space it had leased across the street at Atlantic Center Plaza and restacking its entire office at 
One Atlantic.

Earlier this year Bryan Cave renewed its lease at One Atlantic Center for 152,000 square feet, and Hunton & Williams elected to remain at 
the Bank of America Tower at 600 Peachtree St. N.E., with 45,000 square feet.

Alston's lease at Atlantic Center Plaza expires Oct. 31, Henderson said, which has freed up several floors in the building. Atlantic Center 
Plaza is advertising 150,000 contiguous square feet of available space on its website—about six floors.



Miller & Martin announced earlier this month that it will relocate to Atlantic Center Plaza in May 2014 from Midtown's Proscenium building, 
where it has been for a decade. It has signed a 12-year lease for the 21st floor and half of the 20th, which Luke Curtis, the partner who 
negotiated the lease, said is some of the former Alston & Bird space.

Curtis, a real estate lawyer, said the local Class A office market is no longer "strictly a tenants' market."

"I would put it somewhere in the middle between a landlords' market and a tenants' market," he said, depending on the submarket and how 
much space the tenant requires.

He declined to say whether Miller & Martin's rent will go down in the new space or what kind of concessions the firm is getting.

"It is a somewhat better deal," Curtis said, adding that Miller & Martin decided to move because it would be easier to implement expansion 
options at Atlantic Center Plaza.

Curtis said Miller & Martin looked at a couple of buildings downtown but decided to stay in Midtown because it made more sense for 
people's commutes. The firm's lawyers and staff like the environment, he said, including the wide range of lunch options, from "white 
tablecloth to Subway."

Miller & Martin, like Alston and other firms, will be shrinking its square footage when it relocates next spring.

Curtis said the firm, which has 45 lawyers in Atlanta, currently occupies 44,000 square feet at the Proscenium—just 5,000 square feet short 
of two floors. That will shrink to 36,000 square feet—a floor and a half—at Atlantic Center Plaza.

Technology is driving the space shrinkage, he said. Miller & Martin is dispensing with a formal library and requires fewer support staff per 
lawyer than when it leased its current office at Proscenium a decade ago—common trends for law firms.

Since most legal research material is now online, there is not as much need for bound volumes on shelves.

There will not be a free-standing library in the new space, Curtis said. Instead, reference volumes will be dispersed in smaller areas near 
those who use them. "We can easily accommodate our needs by having them spread out into smaller alcoves or shelving areas in various 
places," he said, with tax materials near the tax lawyers, for instance.

The ratio of lawyers to secretaries has increased significantly over the past 10 years. At Miller & Martin, the ratio is about four lawyers per 
secretary, Curtis said, which he estimated is double the ratio of a decade ago—another reason the firm requires less space.

According to the Jones Lang LaSalle report, the ratio is as high as eight lawyers per secretary at some firms.

Curtis said the firm will not reduce the size of its partner and associate offices, another common trend, because lawyer offices are already 
built out in the former Alston space.

Miller & Martin will create a new reception and conference area on one floor of about the same size as what it has now, Curtis said. It will 
add a collaborative area where attorneys can meet internally in a casual setting—another trend for law firms.

"It's an informal space where attorneys can get together in an area that is not a conference room," Curtis said.
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